
Structural box beam construction:

250x50 C24 durable timber

C16 sw timber noggins at car tyre locations and at

maximum 1200mm centres

Provide 18mm Smartply timber boarding to top & bottom.
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noggins at 1200mm maximum centres, and over car tyres
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joints of smart ply to be staggered and to be a minimum of 600mm

apart from all other joints

250x50 C24 durable timber

with 50x300 C16 sw timber noggins at max. 1200mm centres
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SmartPly joint

600mm minimum
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External

Internal

Door/window posts:

2no. 50x100 C16 posts

250dp x50x350 timber noggins either side of post (not shown)

Full width solid timber noggin to base of box beam, to support

bottom of posts

Posts to be fixed permanently to noggins

Floorplate fully filled with densley packed straw or sheep wool or

hemp insulation

Location of base plate above
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22mm wood fibre board to outside face of box beam

(e.g. STEICO Universal or similar) covering all joints

to provide substrate for clay plaster/lime render and

airtightness

Door/window posts:

2no. 50x100 C16 posts

Full depth timber noggins either side of post

50 deep x100x350 timber noggin laid flat to base of box

beam, to support bottom of posts

Posts to be fixed permanently to noggins

100x50 Block - to

support flooring

parallel to joists

1200mm maximum centres, and over car tyres
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Notes:

All joints of timber and smartply to be staggered and

at least 600mm apart.

Smartply to be glued and nailed with ringshanks top

and bottom of roof plate.

Timber to be jointed above car tyres only

For guidance only: all timber sizes and strength

classes to be verified with Structural Engineer

22mm wood fibre board to outside face of box beam eg STEICO Universal or similar

18mm smartply to top

and bottom of ring beam

Timber joint

600mm minimum

Full depth timber strengthening joint between two timbers
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